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Absolute densities of singlet delta oxygen (SDO) molecules were measured using infrared optical

emission spectroscopy in the flowing effluents of two different atmospheric-pressure plasma jets

(APPJs): a capacitively coupled radio-frequency-driven jet (rf-APPJ) and a lower frequency

kilohertz-driven dielectric barrier discharge jet. The plasma jets were operated in helium, with

small admixtures of molecular oxygen (O2< 2%). High absolute SDO densities of up to 6.2� 1015

cm�3 were measured at approximately 10 cm downstream. The rf-APPJ seems to be much more

efficient in producing SDO. The influence of different parameters, such as gas flows and mixtures

and power coupled to the plasmas, on the production of SDO by the two APPJs has been

investigated. Despite the considerable differences between the two plasma jets (excitation

frequency, electric field direction, inter-electrode distance, plasma propagation), similar

dependencies on the oxygen admixture and on the dissipated power were found in both APPJs.

However, opposite trends were observed for the gas flow dependence. The results presented in this

paper show that the control of the external operating conditions of each APPJ enables the tailoring

of the SDO composition of both plasma effluents. This provides scope to tune the plasma

jets for desired applications, e.g., in biomedicine. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics.

[doi:10.1063/1.3601347]

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, there has been a rapidly growing in-

terest in the development of non-thermal plasma sources and

their characterization for integration in new therapeutic strat-

egies.1–4 A new field of biomedical applications of plasmas

is emerging as an interdisciplinary research topic of increas-

ing importance, exploring considerable opportunities at the

interface of plasma physics, chemistry, and engineering with

the life sciences. Research studies in this new research field,

now known as plasma medicine, include work on the interac-

tion of plasma with living cells, tissues, and organs and have

potential applications in wound healing and tissue regenera-

tion, blood coagulation, sterilization and decontamination,

dentistry, and plasma-mediated cancer therapy, among

others.5–9 Plasma technologies for biomedical applications

are in their infancy but offer huge potential payoffs for soci-

ety. The stable operation of atmospheric pressure plasmas

suppressing thermal instabilities is requisite, as is the strict

control of the gas temperature for the treatment of tempera-

ture-sensitive materials and living tissues. This is possible

through high gas flows and by utilizing gases with high heat

conductivities, such as helium. Techniques for delaying or

preventing the onset of discharge instabilities include exter-

nal circuit control (short excitation pulses),10 dielectric bar-

riers (essentially blocking capacitors),11 and confinement of

the plasma to small geometries,12 from a few micrometers

up to a few millimeters. These discharges, often referred to

as microplasmas, can be characterized by dimensions of less

than 1 mm and gas pressures of up to atmospheric. Through

additions of molecular gas mixtures, a dry reactive chemistry

can be created at atmospheric pressure and room tempera-

ture. This unique environment offers a large potential appli-

cation base.

Atmospheric pressure plasma jets (APPJs) offer the pos-

sibility of delivering in open air, at ambient pressure and

temperature, a unique reactive dry chemistry (radicals, UV

radiation, and in some cases even positive and/or negative

ions and electrons) to a target located some centimeters

away from the main discharge zone. This property opens up

a host of new and interesting possibilities including, among

others, extremely localized treatments (down to the dimen-

sions of living cells), 2D and 3D treatments (cleaning and

thin film deposition), nanomaterial production, decontamina-

tion, and biomedical applications. The possibility of produc-

ing non-thermal APPJs was recognized in the 1990s by

Koinuma et al.13 Under certain operating conditions, a jet

exits from the axis of the main discharge chamber. The jet

appears as a thin, stable plasma column, extending up to a

few centimeters from the main discharge into ambient,

atmospheric pressure air. The critical confining structures of

APPJs vary between some millimeters down to micron

scales; hence they are often referred to as microplasma jets,

or simply microjets. Depending on the specific geometry and

electrical excitation scheme used, microplasma jets can have

very different properties.14–21

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

s.sousa@qub.ac.uk.
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Despite their enormous potential for technological appli-

cations, the fundamentals of APPJs are only poorly under-

stood. An understanding of the fundamental plasma

chemistry is vital for the development and optimization of

such plasma sources. The quantitative measurement of indi-

vidual particle densities and fluxes provides important infor-

mation. When operated in helium with a small oxygen

admixture, APPJs can efficiently produce high densities

(�1015 cm�3) of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the gas

phase at low gas temperatures,22,23 which is essential for sen-

sitive surface treatments in bio-medicine.24–26 These ROS

can be carried with the plasma plume onto the surface of

solid or liquid samples, e.g., a liquid buffer solution contain-

ing bio-material, namely, bacteria or DNA material.27 One

of the most important ROS is believed to be singlet delta ox-

ygen (SDO, O�2), which is well known as an important agent

in numerous biophysical and biochemical processes, and

which plays a major role in several biological systems.28–30

Indeed, SDO not only generates oxidative damage in a vari-

ety of biological targets,26,31–33 but also is a primary active

species in the killing of tumor cells in the emerging cancer

therapy known as photodynamic therapy.34–37 SDO’s most

remarkable feature is its extremely long and unique radiative

lifetime of more than 75 min in gas phase.29 Having an exci-

tation energy of 0.98 eV, SDO is a highly reactive chemical

molecule. As such, SDO plays an important role in gas and

liquid chemistry, and has therefore attracted the attention of

many scientists working in virtually every field of the natural

sciences, from physics to medicine, through chemistry and

biology.

In this paper, in view of APPJs’ potential biomedical

applications, two different plasma sources have been studied:

a radio-frequency-driven jet (rf-APPJ) and a lower frequency

kilohertz-driven jet (kHz-APPJ). Special attention has been

devoted to the plasma’s effluents. The results of absolute

SDO density measurements obtained via infrared optical

emission spectroscopy in those regions are presented and

interpreted.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Plasma sources: APPJs

Two different APPJs have been used in our studies: a

capacitively coupled radio-frequency-driven jet and a lower

frequency kilohertz-driven dielectric barrier discharge jet.

Both jets produce non-thermal atmospheric pressure plas-

mas. The plasma jets have been operated with He/O2 mix-

tures (O2< 2%), and the plasma effluent is emitted into

ambient air. Helium is used as the main carrier gas in both

plasma jets. The total gas flow can be varied in a similar

range (up to 10 liters per minute at standard temperature and

pressure [slm]) in both APPJs, resulting in very different gas

velocities. For typical operational flows (1 slm for the rf-

APPJ, and 2 slm for the kHz-APPJ), the gas velocity in the

two APPJ devices differs by almost one order of magnitude

(see Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) in Sec. III). The gas flow in both jets

is laminar (Reynolds numbers of few hundreds) throughout

the operational range.

The setup of the investigated rf-APPJ is shown in Fig. 1.

It consists of two planar parallel stainless steel electrodes

enclosed by quartz windows along the sides in order to con-

fine the gas flow and provide optical access to the plasma

volume. This forms a core plasma channel 30 mm in length

and with a 1 mm� 1 mm cross section. One electrode is

grounded, and the other is driven at a frequency f¼ 13.56

MHz, using a rf broadband amplifier via an impedance

matching network. Typical rf-generator powers applied

through the matching network are 5 to 70 W, voltage ampli-

tudes are several hundred V, and total current amplitudes are

in the range of 1–10 A. However, large stray capacitances

within the matching network are expected due to the small

dimensions of the active plasma region within the rf-APPJ,

which considerably reduce the amount of rf-power actually

coupled into the plasma. This assumption has been verified

by recent electrical measurements using derivative probes by

Lazovic et al.,38 which show that the power consumed by

the plasma is on the order of a few W. This rf-APPJ produces

FIG. 1. Schematic of the rf-driven

atmospheric pressure plasma jet.
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a cold homogeneous a-mode glow discharge at ambient pres-

sure. The operational rf power range depends on the flow

and feed gas composition. The mean electron energy is about

2 eV, and the electron density is up to 1017 m�3.39 This

APPJ device was developed by Schulz-von der Gathen

et al.40,41 and is based on the original concept of the APPJ

introduced by Schütze et al.,42 but scaled down and opti-

mized for ideal optical access, providing a large optical solid

angle. The downscaled dimensions maintain similar gas

velocities in the range of some 10 ms�1, reducing the gas

flow significantly to �1 slm. In this rf-driven APPJ, the

electric field is perpendicular to the gas flow, and thus the

effluent emitted from the plasma bulk into ambient air is

charge-free,42 with its constituents dominated by radiation

(from ultraviolet to infrared) and neutral species, including

reactive neutrals.40,41,43

As shown in Fig. 2, the kHz-APPJ design investigated in

this work is composed of a cylindrical capillary dielectric

tube (quartz) with an inner diameter of 4 mm and an outer di-

ameter of 6 mm. Two external, 2 mm wide, tubular copper

electrodes are assembled around the tube, forming a dielec-

tric barrier discharge type configuration. The distance

between electrodes can be varied. The electrode separation is

typically a few centimeters. The downstream electrode is

driven at a pulse excitation frequency of tens of kHz and a

high voltage (1 to 10 kV) by using a high voltage pulse

source (Haiden, PHF-2 K). A high-voltage probe (Tektronix

P6015) and a calibrated Rogowski coil (Pearson 2877) con-

nected to a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy WavePro 7300 A)

have been used to measure the time dependent applied volt-

age and discharge current (see Fig. 3). This allows the deter-

mination of the power dissipated into the kHz plasma jet.

The discharge current was measured as the difference

between the total current, when the plasma is ignited, and

the displacement current. The latter was obtained by meas-

uring the circuit current when no plasma is present in the

capillary tube. As we can see in Fig. 3, the majority of

the discharge current is measured during the positive half of

the applied voltage, while there is no significant discharge

current outside the positive peak. In this kHz-driven APPJ,

the electric field is directed parallel to the gas flow. An

intense plasma forms inside the glass tube between the two

electrodes, and a relatively long pulsed plasma plume of few

centimeters emerges at both sides of the powered electrode

(downstream one) and propagates into the free space in the

helium gas channel. The length of the plume has been found

to depend on the operational parameters (e.g., applied

voltage, gas flow rate). These plumes, although continuous

to the naked eye, consist in fact of a transient series of

plasma pulses when imaged on a nanosecond time scale.

The plasma pulses have a velocity much greater than the gas

flow velocity and are sustained through a streamer-like

mechanism.44,45

B. Measurement of absolute singlet delta oxygen
density

Infrared emission at a wavelength of 1.27 lm is one of

the features of SDO presence, and it is commonly used for

measuring SDO concentration. However, this emission is

extremely weak because the transition is strictly forbidden

FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematic of the

kHz-driven atmospheric pressure plasma

jet.

FIG. 3. Typical applied voltage and discharge current waveforms (during

one cycle) of the kHz-driven dielectric barrier discharge with operation at 6

kV and at a 20 kHz pulse repetition rate, with a helium flow of 2 slm. The

inter-electrode distance is 25 mm.
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for electric dipole radiation, being permitted only for mag-

netic dipole radiation, with the Einstein coefficient on the

order of �10�4 s�1, equivalent to a radiative lifetime of

approximately 4500 s.46 The determination of the absolute

SDO number density by measuring the weak signal at 1.27

lm resulting from the radiative deexcitation of SDO is, thus,

rather challenging, and the detection and calibration require

considerable effort.

As illustrated in Fig. 4 for the case of the kHz-APPJ, the

effluent gas lines of both APPJs are equipped with a cali-

brated detection cell allowing the measurement of the SDO

density in the flowing effluent. This is done by monitoring

the intensity of the radiative emission of SDO at 1.27 lm.

The distance between the measurement cell and the rf-APPJ

nozzle or the outer electrode of the kHz-APPJ is approxi-

mately 10 cm. The detection system consists of a calibrated

liquid-nitrogen-cooled InGaAs detector (Judson model J22

D-M204-R03M-1.7) and a narrowband (19 nm bandpass) in-

terference filter centered at 1.27 lm (Andover 200FC39-25/

1270). The signal of the InGaAs detector is amplified by an

operational amplifier with a gain of 107 and monitored with

a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy WavePro 7300 A). Assuming

that the spatial distribution of the SDO in the measurement

cell is homogeneous, and knowing the sensitivity of the

InGaAs detector (0.9 A/W), the transmission curve of the in-

terference filters (35% transmission at 1.27 lm), the geomet-

rical dimensions of the optical detection system, and the

radiative transition probability of SDO (A¼ 2.256� 10�4

s�1),47 the SDO absolute density can be deduced from the

amplitude of the InGaAs signal. In that procedure, a Monte

Carlo simulation was used to evaluate the probability that a

photon emitted in the detection cell will reach the InGaAs

element of the detector.48 This figure was found to be

1.9� 10�4 in our geometry, in which the measurement cell

is cylindrical (82 mm in length, 14 mm in diameter) with flat

end faces of quartz (effective window diameter¼ 11 mm),

and the InGaAs detector has a 3 mm diameter circular sur-

face and a 60� collection angle. The distance from the cell

window to the detector is fixed at 25 mm. As a result, in our

experimental setup, the SDO density is correlated to the in-

tensity of the InGaAs signal by a factor of 3.77� 1015 SDO/

cm3 per mV.49,50

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Power variation

Fig. 5(a) shows the evolution of the SDO density as a

function of the applied power, measured in the effluent of

the rf-APPJ, for two different O2 admixtures. We observe an

over-linear increase of the SDO density of one order of mag-

nitude. Whereas at low powers the rf-APPJ behaves like a

typical a-mode discharge, it changes to the c-mode at higher

powers.51 The discharge then becomes inhomogeneous and

spatially constricted, with a significantly higher current den-

sity, showing bright concentrated discharge columns that can

even become Ohmic, bearing the potential risk of electrode

surface damage. For applied powers higher than those plot-

ted in Fig. 5(a), it is not possible to sustain stable homogene-

ous glow discharges (a-mode). As can be seen in the figure,

a larger O2 admixture shifts the operational range toward

higher powers. This might be related to the energy consump-

tion through molecular vibrational and rotational excitation,

as well as dissociative processes not directly contributing to

the plasma ionization. In Ref. 52, the production and destruc-

tion processes of the plasma species in the rf-APPJ are inves-

tigated in detail in numerical simulations benchmarked by

phase-resolved optical emission spectroscopy and two-photon

absorption laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy for a spe-

cific gas mixture (1 slm of He and 0.5% of O2). As found in

Ref. 52, SDO is almost exclusively produced by the electron-

impact excitation of O2, whereas its destruction is mainly

driven by a two-body reaction with ozone. Thus, one can

derive the following expression for the SDO density:

nO�2
¼ nenO2

k1

nO3
k2

: (1)

Here, nO�2
, ne, and nO3

denote the SDO, electron, and ozone

density, respectively, and k1 and k2 are the rate coefficients

of the corresponding reactions:

R1 : eþ O2 ! O�2 þ e; (2)

R2 : O�2 þ O3 ! 2O2 þ O�: (3)

As such, an increase in the electron density, O2 density, or

reduced electric field (E/N) favors SDO production. In con-

trast, an increase in the ozone density leads to a higher

quenching of SDO. From Ref. 52, we also know that the

electron density increases linearly with the applied power,

whereas the E/N stays nearly constant. Thus, with increasing

power, more SDO is expected to be produced. In addition,

when the plasma volume is constant, increasing power

means a higher power density. This leads to a higher gas

temperature that ultimately causes the ozone density to

decrease. These two effects of increasing power have already

been experimentally verified.53 The dependence of ozone

density on gas temperature is well known. With increasing

gas temperature, the ozone production rate decreases and its

destruction rate increases, both leading to a lower ozone

FIG. 4. (Color online) Experimental setup for measuring the absolute sin-

glet delta oxygen density in the effluent of the kHz-APPJ. A similar setup

was used for the rf-APPJ.
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density.54,55 In conclusion, for a constant oxygen admixture,

and from Eq. (1), it can be expected that the SDO density

depends over-linearly on the applied power. It should be

noted that only a small fraction of the generator power is

actually coupled into the plasma, as there are losses in the

connecting cables, matching network, and heating of the

electrodes, as well as by rf-radiation of the jet device acting

as an antenna.56 Even if we have not yet experimentally

measured the power dissipated into the plasma, model calcu-

lations,52 in agreement with independent measurements,38

have allowed us to estimate it as being below 1 W. The range

of power coupled to the rf plasma is similar to the dissipated

power that has been measured for the kHz device [see Fig.

5(b)].

Fig. 5(b) shows the evolution of the SDO density meas-

ured in the effluent of the kHz-APPJ as a function of the dis-

sipated power. As in the case of the rf-APPJ, we observe an

increase of the SDO density. However, here the rise is less

significant (by only approximately a factor of three), and it

tends to saturate (there is a plateau region for dissipated

powers higher than 250 mW), in contrast to the continuous

increase of the SDO density in the case of the rf-APPJ. It

must be noted that the variation of the dissipated power is

experimentally achieved by changing the applied voltage.

The plateau region might, therefore, result from the observed

increase of the ozone density with increasing applied volt-

age.53 Varying the applied voltage also causes the E/N to

change, which induces modifications in the plasma chemistry

and, therefore, in the SDO density. Thus, a more defined

way of studying the power dependence of the SDO density

in the kHz device is to vary the pulse repetition.

Fig. 5(c) shows the evolution of the SDO density as a

function of the pulse repetition rate, measured in the effluent

of the kHz-APPJ. While varying the pulse repetition rate, as

the applied pulsed voltage stays constant, the E/N remains

the same. With increasing dissipated power, i.e., increasing

pulse repetition, the time-averaged electron density also

increases, which is likely to lead to a higher SDO production.

Besides that, the gas temperature in the kHz plasma is

expected to increase with the dissipated power, leading to a

reduction of the ozone density. The SDO density dependence

is, therefore, found here to be slightly over-linear, but not as

strong as for the rf plasma. Nonetheless, we observe a strong

increase of the SDO density of more than 5 times.

FIG. 5. (a) SDO density as a function of the applied 13.56 MHz rf power with a helium flow of 1 slm and different O2 admixtures. (b) SDO density as a func-

tion of the power dissipated into the kHz plasma jet when operated at different applied voltages (5–8 kV) and at a 20 kHz pulse repetition rate, with a helium

flow of 2 slm and an O2 admixture of 0.5%. The inter-electrode distance is 25 mm. (c) SDO density as a function of the pulse repetition rate while operating

the kHz plasma jet at 6 kV, with a helium flow of 2 slm and an O2 admixture of 0.5%. The inter-electrode distance is 25 mm. The corresponding dissipated

power is marked on the top axis.
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B. Total gas flow variation

Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) show the evolution of the SDO den-

sity as a function of the total gas flow, measured in the efflu-

ent of the rf and the kHz devices, respectively. The plotted

curves show opposite trends. Whereas the SDO density (ver-

sus the gas flow) increases in the case of the kHz-APPJ, it

decreases in the case of the rf-APPJ. The increase of the gas

flow induces two competitive effects. First, a higher gas flow

causes the transit time to the measurement cell to decrease

and, even more important, shortens the residence time in the

measurement cell. One should recall that the major SDO

quencher is ozone, which is mainly produced in the effluent.

In fact, from Ref. 43, we know that the ozone density grows

with increasing distance to the rf-APPJ nozzle, due to the

recombination of atomic oxygen with O2, until it saturates

beyond a distance of few centimeters. As a result, shorter

transport and residence times lead to less quenching of SDO

molecules before their detection in the measurement cell.

Second, higher gas flow usually causes the gas temperature

to decrease, which normally induces higher ozone densities

and, thus, more SDO destruction. The first effect explains

the observed increase of the SDO density in the case of the

kHz plasma [see Fig. 6(b)]. The reason behind the opposite

trends observed in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) might, then, be the dif-

ferent behavior of the gas temperature dependence on the

gas flow in both jets. The gas temperature in the kHz-APPJ

has been found to be quite close to room temperature

(305 6 15 K),53 and lower than in the rf-APPJ (335 6 15

K).23 So, an increase of the gas flow cannot induce a consid-

erable decrease of the gas temperature in the kHz plasma.

Moreover, it has been experimentally observed that a higher

gas flow induces a higher dissipated power in the kHz

plasma, as well as an increase of the plasma volume, which

could subsequently lead to increased SDO production. It

must be noted that because the power density stays nearly

constant, the gas temperature remains quite low. However,

increasing the gas flow has a much greater effect on the gas

temperature in the rf plasma. In fact, the operational range of

the rf-APPJ, up to the transition from a- to c-mode

mentioned in the preceding section, has been found to shift

to higher powers with increasing feed gas flow, indicating

that a higher flow rate suppresses the thermal instability of

the rf discharge to some extent. As decreasing gas tempera-

ture also leads to higher ozone densities and, therefore,

greater SDO destruction, we can deduce from Fig. 6(a) that

in the case of the rf-APPJ, the observed curve is loss-limited,

as the positive effects of increasing the gas speed are

overcome.

C. O2 admixture variation

Fig. 7(a) shows the evolution of the SDO density as a

function of the O2 admixture, measured in the effluent of the

rf-APPJ, for different applied powers. We generically

observe a decrease of the SDO density with increasing O2

fraction. Recalling Eq. (1), and given that the O2 density

increases with increasing O2 admixture, the curves plotted in

Fig. 7(a) suggest that the ozone density increases over-line-

arly with the O2 admixture, as experimentally observed in

Refs. 43 and 53. As such, the observed curves for the SDO

density evolution seem to be loss-limited. However, varying

the O2 fraction is also likely to change the electron density

and the E/N, and the chemistry becomes even more compli-

cated to analyze. It should be noted that our simulations of

the rf-APPJ have so far been performed only for a fixed O2

admixture.52 So, a complete analysis of the modifications on

the plasma chemistry induced by the variation of the O2 frac-

tion is far beyond the scope of the present paper. When oper-

ating at 32 W of applied power, we observe the existence of

an optimal value for the O2 admixture. In fact, the SDO den-

sity increases to around 0.1% of O2, and it decreases after-

ward. However, it was not always possible to determine the

optimal values for the O2 percentage, as the rf discharge can-

not be sustained in the stable homogeneous glow regime for

high power and low O2 admixture due to the instabilities

mentioned in Sec. III A.

Fig. 7(b) shows the evolution of the SDO density as a

function of the O2 fraction, measured in the effluent of the

kHz plasma, for different inter-electrode distances. Note that

FIG. 6. (a) SDO density as a function of the gas flow while operating the rf plasma jet at 13.56 MHz, with an applied power of 46 W and an O2 admixture of

0.5%. The corresponding gas speed is marked on the top axis. (b) SDO density as a function of the gas flow while operating the kHz plasma jet at 6 kV and at

20 kHz, with an O2 admixture of 0.3%. The inter-electrode distance is 25 mm. The corresponding gas speed is marked on the top axis.
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for inter-electrode distances higher than 30 mm, the plasma

is not stable. Trends similar to those in Fig. 7(a) are

observed. We can thus assume that, as in the case of the rf-

APPJ, here the SDO density dependence on the O2 admix-

ture also results from a competition between the O2 and

ozone densities’ variation with the O2 fraction. We also

observe the existence of optimal values for the O2 admixture.

However, the optimal values of O2 admixture seem to be

higher in the kHz jet. Up to the maximum value of the SDO

density, the plotted curves are production-limited, and after

that point they become loss-limited. In Fig. 7(b), we also

observe a shift of the maximum value toward a higher O2

admixture with increasing inter-electrode distance. In fact,

the optimal value of the O2 percentage increases from less

than 0.1% to almost 0.4% when the distance between elec-

trodes is changed from 10 to 30 mm. This might be related

to the fact that at a constant applied voltage, the electric field

decreases with increasing inter-electrode distance.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we report absolute SDO density measure-

ments in the effluent of two different APPJs. Despite the con-

siderable differences between the two jets (excitation

frequency, electric field direction, inter-electrode distance,

plasma propagation), our results show that the SDO density

dependences on the oxygen admixture and on the dissipated

power are somewhat similar in the two APPJs. However, op-

posite trends have been observed for the gas flow depend-

ence. Whereas the SDO density increases with gas flow in

the kHz plasma, it decreases in the rf discharge. A maximum

SDO density of 6.2� 1015 cm�3 was measured while operat-

ing the rf plasma at 46 W applied power with 1 slm of He

and an O2 admixture of 0.2%. It should be pointed out that,

for comparable operational conditions, SDO densities one

order of magnitude higher have been consistently obtained

with the rf-APPJ as compared to the kHz-APPJ. As discussed

in this paper, the power dissipated into the two plasmas is

similar (<1 W). However, given that the rf plasma volume is

much smaller, the power density is much higher in this dis-

charge as compared to the kHz plasma. As high yields of

SDO require a high specific energy deposition (�5–8 eV/O2),
57

the rf-APPJ, having higher power densities, is likely to be

more efficient in producing SDO. In addition, the gas tem-

perature in the rf plasma has been found to be higher than

that of the kHz discharge (335 6 15 K versus 305 6 15

K).23,53 This causes the ozone density to decrease, which

induces a higher SDO density, because less SDO quenching

by ozone occurs. The combination of these two effects may

explain the much higher SDO densities found while operat-

ing the rf-APPJ. As shown in this paper, controlling the

external operating conditions of each APPJ enables the tailor-

ing of the SDO composition of both plasma effluents. This is

an important achievement in the context of the potential bio-

medical applications of these plasma sources. As has been

recently demonstrated,26 exposure to SDO-containing atmos-

pheric plasma effluents can result in DNA damage.
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